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The human nature is not only the core of Fromm ’s thoughts but also the logical 
basis of his philosophical theory of society. Exactly from his unfortunate experience in 
contemporary western society, Fromm began to suspect and criticize the economic 
structure and ideology of capital society, he thinks that the unreasonable social 
environment lead to the suppression to human nature. However, the Capitalism societies 
get the support of citizen by the suppression to human nature. In the Capitalism society, 
due to economical development 、 scientific improvement 、political democracy, the 
reasonable environment get the support of citizen, so the Capitalism societies has the 
legality .Fromm hold the most important standard of social reasonableness are not 
economical development 、 scientific improvement 、political democracy but human 
nature. Another abstract standard far from human should not be in society. A reasonable 
and perfect society should contribute to the development of society and human nature, 
thus its legality is true. As one of the member of Frankfurt School, Fromm deeply 
revealed the mendacity of capital society legality and told us how the western developed 
society oppressed human nature by social mentality .As a result, he draw his conclusion: 
only the perfect society can make human nature develop harmonically, can be real 
reasonable society, can get legal support from the people.  
   I demonstrate it in sections. 
   The author mainly focuses on the analysis about Fromm’s academic development o 
and its significance in introduction. 
   Chapter 1, I analyze three important theoretical foundations of Fromm ’s thoughts of 
social legality and their connection among them. 
   Chapter 2, I analyze, in Fromm ’s eyes, how to establish its legal support in a 
unreasonable society in order to cover its social paradox and unreasonableness. 
   Chapter 3, I analyze Fromm reveal the mendacity of legalistically support and 
criticize legality oppress the human nature. 
   Chapter 4, In Fromm’s opinion, only a reasonable society regard the human nature 
as the standard, its legality is the true legality. 
   Chapter 5, I discussed Fromm’s scheme of establishing a perfect and reasonable 
society. 
   Concluding remarks, I point out the defect of thoughts of human nature, which is the 
logical starting of his philosophical thoughts and Utopia character. Finally I summarize 
full text. 
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① [美] 塞尔兹（Seldes）编 陈峰 公婷 译 上海人民出版社 1991年 5月版 









































1941 年弗洛姆所著《逃避自由》一书出版，被誉为 20 世纪最出色的
社会心理学著作。 
                                                        
①  弗洛姆 《说爱》 安徽人民出版社 1987年版 162页 
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第一章  弗洛姆社会合法性批判思想的理论构架 
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